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Introducing Safety Eyewear & Laser Protective Windows
We now carry our own private label
of eyewear as well as laser protective
windows. A variety of frame styles and
filters are available to choose from. We
offer many filters that protect against
an assortment of laser wavelengths
including, but not limited to, the CO2,
UV, EXcimer, and Nd:Yag.

Laser Safety Eyewear

The safety eyewear has been designed
with consideration to both comfort and
safety. Many different styles of frames
are available, ranging from spectacles to
goggles. Filters are offered in either
polycarbonate or glass lenses. For our
clients wearing prescription lenses, we
can provide either goggles to fit over
existing glasses, or prescription lenses
that are available in a spectacle style.
Laser protective windows are made
of acrylic and work well for observation
areas, viewing boxes, and equipment
cabinets. They allow visual access to
laser applications while providing optical
protection from dangerous laser light.
Standard size sheets measure 24”x 36”.
However, both smaller custom sizes
and oversized sheets (up to 36”x 48”)
are also available.

Control Laser Script, Signature and Model 612
Cascade Laser provides laser components
and accessories for over 75 laser models.
Some recent additions to the models we
carry include the Control Laser Script,
Signature, and Model 612. Entire laser

Laser Components & Accessories

head assemblies or individual replacement parts are available for all of the
laser models we carry.
Some of the individual components we
supply include; gold cavities, lamps, flow
tubes, lamp clips, etc. In addition, we also
supply optical rail components such as
laser mirrors, Q-switches, and apertures.
Other components, including water
pumps and water filters are also available.
A complete listing of the laser head
models we carry can be found on our
on-line catalog at www.cascadelaser.com.
All of the parts and accessories we offer
are available from stock, and ready for
immediate delivery.
Please contact us to request additional
information, or a quotation on any of
these items.

Pictures of the frame styles, along with
a description of each, can be found on
our website. Here, you will also find an
eyewear selection chart that works well
for determining a combination of the
style and filter to best fit your needs.

Laser Protective Windows

DID YOU KNOW...
• We now have a job shop dedicated
to laser marking and engraving.
• We provide laser safety eyewear
and laser protective windows
under our own private label.
• We offer a full line of laser accessory items in addition to our
laser replacement components.
• Three new laser models (assemblies and individual parts) have
recently been added to our
on-line catalog.
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It is hard to imagine it has been 15
years! First of all we would like to
say thank you for all of your support.
We have formed a lot of wonderful
relationships throughout the years,
with our vendor base and our customer base alike.
Those of you that have been with us
from the beginning have seen a lot of
changes at Cascade Laser. We started out
like many companies, a one-person
business, operating on a shoestring
budget. Over the years, we have
ramped up and down, ranging from
one employee at the beginning of the
company, to the six full time employees
we currently have. We went from
supporting two models of lasers, to
supporting over 75 models today. We
began the company by supporting a
few domestic customers, but now we
service several hundred customers
domestically and our international sales
comprise over 40% of our annual sales!
Over the years, our progress has resulted in five major expansions, the most

recent being the purchase of a new
facility in Newberg, Oregon. We are now
in a building that is ideally suited to our
company, with enough acreage attached
to allow us to expand to three times our
current size. Newberg is a small town,
nestled into the prime wine-growing
region of Oregon. It is a beautiful area
with rolling hills filled with grape vines,
fir trees, and deciduous trees. We are
about one hour away from the west
coast and we are within one hour of the
Cascade mountain range, our namesake.
In addition to laser replacement
components, we now offer a full line
of laser accessory items as well as a
job shop dedicated to laser marking
and engraving. Please visit our website
to view our new on-line catalogs, as well
as our extensive line of laser accessory
items and a description of our capabilities in the laser engraving section of
our business.
Again, thank you for all of your
support in the past and as we continue
to grow!

